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Introduction: IAM market
booms as cloud migration
accelerates

T

he identity and access management (IAM) market is expected to more than double
in size over the next six years, from $10.1 billion in 2018 to $23.4 billion by 2025,
according to a recent report from Zion Market Research. The rapid growth of the
market reflects the increasing importance of IAM in the IT infrastructure as enterprises
accelerate the migration of their applications to hybrid, private and public clouds and
as their end-users demand 24/7 mobile access to organisational apps and data from
devices of their own choosing.
Most organisations are managing a large (and expanding) suite of cloud- and webbased applications and growing legions of remote and mobile workers. They need to
invest in modern business solutions that enable users to stay connected with apps,
services and data without putting information security at risk. After all, no business
wants to be the next case study in the reputational harm caused by security breaches.
This is especially true against the backdrop of tighter data privacy and security
regulations such as the Global Data Protection Regulation in Europe and South Africa’s
Protection of Personal Information Act.
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“

To keep pace with the needs of the digital
age, enterprises should be moving from their
legacy IAM solutions to more modern, cloudbased platforms.

Legacy directory solutions were not designed to meet the needs
of a world where, cloud adoption, explosive growth of APIs, and a
proliferation of users outside the enterprise firewall have complicated
user identification and authentication. To keep pace with the needs
of the digital age, enterprises should be moving from their legacy
IAM solutions to more modern, cloud-based platforms. Such new-age
solutions are designed to help organisations manage authentication
and authorisation of internal and external users across all applications
in a cost-effective, scalable and flexible manner.
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Identity and access
management:
definition and use cases

W

ith organisations around the world moving
from on-premises software to on-demand,
cloud-based services, it is critically important to
control who can access which application, service
and data and when they can do so. As a result, IAM
is emerging as a priority technology investment
for CIOs that are leading an organisation’s digital
transformation programme. So what is IAM?
Gartner defines it as: “the security discipline that
enables the right individuals to access the right
resources at the right times for the right reasons”.
IAM refers to the technologies and processes that
enable an organisation to provide authorised users
with appropriate access to systems, apps and data.
Empowered with IAM tools and disciplines, CIOs can
ensure that users have the right level of access to
technology resources for their relationship with the
organisation and that the security and compliance
risks related to user access are properly managed.
Summing up IAM’s benefits, Gartner says:
“Enterprises that develop mature IAM capabilities
can reduce their identity management costs and,
more importantly, become significantly more agile
in supporting new business initiatives.”

“
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The ’identity’ part of the term refers to the component of the solution that
helps a company to organise users and set permissions. IAM provisions
a digital identity to each user, and the company can maintain and modify
this identity as long as the user is meant to have access to its computing
resources. For example, single sign-on (SSO) and password management
solutions can be used to give users simple yet secure access to business
systems and applications. To add an extra layer of security, multi-factor
authentication tools and risk-based authentication tools can be used to
verify the user’s identity.

Basic enterprise identity management
scenarios include:
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1.

Password synchronisation and self-service password resets.

2.

Management of credentials like one-time password devices, security
questions, smart phone apps, biometrics, smart cards, cryptographic
certificates, etc.

3.

Generating/deleting identities and assigning/revoking entitlements.

4.

Creating, managing and deleting security groups.

5.

Auditing and reporting about how systems and information are used.

6.

Unified identities for customers and other external stakeholders.

7.

Managing the employee database of users and job roles.

Identity and Access Management

IAM use cases
IAM has evolved from the days when it was primarily a security solution –
today, it plays an important role in helping the enterprise to reinvent its IT
infrastructure for the digital era and to more efficiently serve employees,
business partners and customers. A robust IAM solution is one of the
foundational elements of a successful strategy for the move from on-premises
software to a mixed cloud environment. Organisations need a way to control
who can access different applications and data when they expose enterprise
data and services to the public Internet.

When applied to a larger enterprise – such as a banking or insurance group,
government entity, or multinational manufacturer – the technology is called
Enterprise Identity and Access Management (EIAM). The main objective is to
have just one digital identity per individual, across each user’s access lifecycle.
EIAM helps firms to reduce costs and enhance productivity across the board
by streamlining their processes.

Without such a platform in place, an
enterprise will not be able to provide
bring-your-own-device (BYOD), mobile
and remote users with simple, reliable
access to the systems and information
they need. These users may increasingly
be located outside the boundaries of the
organisation—they could be customers
ordering and paying online, supply
chain partners making use of a common
platform for inventory management and
logistics, or contractors who need access
to company systems to do their jobs.
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Let’s drill a little deeper into some of the use cases.
One example is authentication for a customer-facing
website for an ecommerce shopfront. An IAM solution
enables a company to let customers easily register for
an account, log in to access or change their details, and
manage their passwords.

Another scenario is federated sign-ins to give people
in an extended enterprise access to corporate
resources. A single sign-on solution lets them access
various services and applications without needing to
remember half a dozen usernames and passwords.
Many cloud services like Microsoft Office 365, Slack
or Salesforce support single sign-on using corporate
credentials.

Privileged access management can integrate with the employee database and predefined job roles to define the level of access an employee has to various resources
when signing in with their corporate credentials. In addition to restricting which
information and data an employee sees, one can also restrict which devices someone
may use to access data, allow view-only access to data for some roles, or disallow
certain users from transmitting certain information outside the business.

Finally, API authorisation lets third parties integrate the company’s services into their
applications in ways not offered as standard, and to allow them deeper integrations.
Consider the example of a logistics company that enables merchants to access its tracking
system via an API, so that they can send text updates about the shipping of a parcel to
their customers.
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The benefits
of IAM
O

rganisations that implement a robust IAM solution, underpinned
by good practices, will a gain significant competitive advantage.
The deployment of an IAM solution will enable them to move more
easily towards a productive and agile hybrid cloud environment.
It will also enable them to securely open their network to selected
customers, partners, suppliers, contractors and employees, in turn
increasing efficiencies, reducing costs and enabling new business
models. Here are a few outcomes organisations can achieve through
the deployment of a modern IAM solution.

Better information
security
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IAM is ultimately about ensuring that
sensitive company data doesn’t fall into
the wrong hands. Without a holistic
IAM solution that spans the enterprise,
the organisation will be at a higher risk
of a security breach. With a centralised
platform, IT will have better visibility into
which users have access to which apps or
what data, where they’re accessing it and
what they’re doing with it. This allows for
more proactive security risk identification
and mitigation.

Higher-end user
productivity:

Keeping up with password requirements
and expiration cycles across multiple
applications is not only irritating for the
employee, it also wastes time that could
be spent productively. Lost passwords
or forgotten passwords, too, can be a
drain on productivity. IAM the centralises
the storage of employee information
and minimises the need to remember,
change and enter passwords. This leads
to a smoother end-user experience and
higher productivity.

IAM enables the company to give each
new recruit a single identity to access
all of the different business applications
and platforms they need—they don’t
need separate logins for each system,
This also makes the granting, denying
and revoking of employee access to
specific applications and information
far easier.

Complying with
data protection
and privacy
regulations:
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Faster onboarding
and offboarding:

With IAM, organisations can simplify
compliance with data protection and
privacy laws and regulations through
governance of users' identity and what
they can and cannot access on the
organisation's network.

Easier
customisation
of access privileges:

With IAM, an organisation can customise
which privileges each user has and
monitor user access, detect threats and
prevent unapproved access to restricted
resources and data. If an employee
resigns or is promoted, their level of
access needs to be adjusted. With the
right IAM controls in place, businesses
can achieve greater visibility and monitor
access via a central platform.
.

Enterprises need to extend access to
corporate directories used to manage
access to on-premises resources to the
cloud. A comprehensive IAM solution
will integrate with these directories to
extend them to new applications. This
makes it simpler to add or remove
users from a directory and modify
access controls automatically.

Managing access
across locations
and devices:
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Centralised user
directories:

IAM makes it easier to manage user
access across multiple devices, browsers
and locations. With the right IAM solution,
users can access whatever they need to
get their job done without compromising
security.

Keeping app
integrations up to
date:

A good identity management solution
will automatically ensure all application
integrations are up to date and functional.
This makes adding a new app to the
network faster and easier.

Modern IAM systems enable enterprises to
move towards passwordless authentication.
Organisations can replace passwords with
multi-factor authentication—for example,
a combination of something the user
knows (password/username); something
they have (mobile device or FIDO key); and
something they are (biometric data).
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Moving towards
a world without
passwords:

What to look
for IN an IAM
solution
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What to look for
IN an IAM solution

“

By empowering employees to manage and
monitor their own device usage, the OneView
app provides greater awareness across all levels
around reducing and controlling mobile spend.

There is a growing selection of turnkey IAM solutions on the market, ranging
from more traditional on-premises systems to cloud-based platforms available
on an as-a-service basis. Some organisations seeking to sweat existing assets
are taking an approach of grafting IAM onto legacy applications, which causes
fragmentation in the identity environment, compromises the employee and
customer experience, and introduces a range of security risks. The optimal
solution for most organisations will be a modern, Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS)
platform that enables them to centralise control of their IAM requirements.
The solution should enable the organisation to shift towards identity-as-aservice, giving authorised users rapid and secure access to apps in a hybrid
cloud environment. IDaaS encompasses cloud-based solutions that perform IAM
functions, like SSO. IDaaS allows all users – from customers, employees to third
parties – to securely access sensitive information both on and off-premises. It
also enables the organisation to collect intelligence that can be used to better
understand, monitor and improve behaviour.
The ideal platform will be:
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Standards-based:
Leveraging industrystandard cloud identity
and data security
frameworks.

Focused on the user
experience:
Offering single signon user journey and
a consistent login
experience across
applications.

Ready for onpremises application:
Centralisation of identity
management for cloud
and on-premises
applications in one
solution.

Simple integration:
Using secure application
programming interface (API)
to-app integration for the
consumption of business
data and logic from onpremise systems.

Identity and Access Management

The Surge
Identity
solution
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The Surge Identity
solution
Surge Identity is a cloud identity provider solution that enables secure signin using trusted identity and social providers as well as securing app-to-app
communication with the latest industry security standards. This IDaaS platform
enables organisations to rapidly and securely provision access to their cloud
applications to their customers. partners and workforce. Users can sign in using
their accounts with major social media and identity platforms (including Facebook
and Gmail), offering a seamless yet secure experience.

Using Surge Identity, organisations can:

Build apps that sign users in securely via
trusted identity and social providers.

Use a prebuilt framework that enables
secure app-to-app communication in
a secure manner.

Gives customers access to their applications
with trusted data security standards
using swagger-compliant Surge software
development kit.

Benefits of Surge Identity

Rapid development: A cloud identity provider
solution that takes minimum amount of time to
create secure sign ins to applications.

Peace of mind: Organisations are assured
that key business information and customer
data is safe.

Centralised app security: One simple solution
to centrally manage app security across cloud,
on-premises and software-as-a-service (SaaS)
applications.
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Industry standards: Customers can use
industry standards from solutions such
as Identity Server and Azure AD to enable
interoperability within apps. Surge Identity
is compliant with OAuth 2.0 standards.

OpenID Connect Compatibility: Surge
Identity is compatible with popular social media
accounts and with most identity providers that
allows for effortless sign in flow.

API Security: Surge Identity can
secure both front-end applications
and backend APIs.
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Conclusion:
IAM is key to cloud migration and digital
transformation

“

Between mobile data spend, voice lines, cloud
subscriptions, and online ordering services, an
enterprise can quickly rack up considerable
cost.

E

nterprises are eager to move away from the monolithic and inflexible
business systems of the past towards more efficient, flexible and modern
solutions. They understand that this migration is essential if they are to take
full advantage of the opportunities of the digital age, from the Internet of
Things and artificial intelligence to digital customer engagement and big data
analytics,
IAM is a critical component of digital transformation programmes for the
following reasons:
Almost every digital transformation and cloud project will require applications
that authenticate users accessing data and services via a public connection.
IAM fast-tracks the provisioning of credentials to authorised users, so that
developers can focus on delivering innovation and business value rather
than on developing sign-on functionality.
To deliver a great customer or employee experience, organisations should be
able to customise applications to the end-user’s preferences. IAM integrates
the user profile data needed to tailor applications to each user’s needs.
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With an IAM solution, an enterprise can support
a business partner’s chosen identity service,
facilitating easier collaboration.
Digital transformation means opening up corporate
services and applications to a range of client
devices – including mobile phones, and perhaps
even wearables or Internet of Things devices. IAM
delivers a consistent experience across all these
touchpoints.
Companies need a robust API strategy for many
digital transformation projects. An extensible IAM
platform is essential for governing access via APIs.

The road to digital and the cloud is complex and time-consuming, however, and
companies need to bridge the gap between their legacy environments and the digital
world. 48Software is the perfect partner to help organisations with their digitalisation
journeys. Our digitalisation platform includes the components every organisation
needs to meet the requirements of a digital world.
Identity: Allow customers to bring their own identity into the enterprise environment.
Cloud Platform: Accelerate application development and cloud workload deployment
in a hybrid cloud enterprise environment.
Technology expense management from Nebula: Monitor, control and allocate
telecoms and cloud expenses.
Our solutions make it easier to gain access to apps, to integrate data from multiple
platforms, control who is exposed to what information and manage an influx in access
points. If you want a helping hand on your journey to digitalisation success, we can
support you with solutions that simplify migration, reduce risk and accelerate time to
ROI.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
To find out more about OneView™, please send an email to
ContactUs@Nebula.co.za with “OneView” in the subject line, and a
Nebula staff member will contact you.
You can also visit any of these platforms for more information and
latest company news.

www.nebula.co.za
Nebula
@onenebula
Nebula Telecommunication

SIMPLIFYING HIGH PERFORMANCE

